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1.

Text of Proposed Rule Change
(a) Pursuant to the provisions of Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934 (“Act”),1 Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) is filing with
the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC” or “Commission”) a proposed rule
change to adopt new Rules 6183 and 6625 to provide FINRA with authority to exempt a
member alternative trading system (“ATS”) that meets the specified criteria from the
trade reporting obligation under the equity trade reporting rules. In addition, FINRA is
proposing a conforming change to Rule 9610 to specify that FINRA has exemptive
authority under proposed Rules 6183 and 6625.
Below is the text of the proposed rule change. Proposed new language is
underlined; proposed deletions are in brackets.
*****
6000. QUOTATION AND TRANSACTION REPORTING FACILITIES
6100. QUOTING AND TRADING IN NMS STOCKS
*****
6180. Transaction Reporting
*****
6183. Exemption from Trade Reporting Obligation for Certain Alternative Trading
Systems
(a) Pursuant to the Rule 9600 Series, the staff for good cause shown after taking
into consideration all relevant factors, may exempt, upon application and subject to
specified terms and conditions, a member alternative trading system (“ATS”) from the
1

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).
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trade reporting obligation under paragraph (b) of Rules 6282, 6380A and 6380B, if such
exemption is consistent with the protection of investors and the public interest. The staff
will grant an exemption only if all of the following criteria are satisfied:
(1) Trades are between ATS subscribers that are both FINRA members.
(2) The ATS demonstrates that:
(A) The member subscribers are fully disclosed to one another at
all times on the ATS;
(B) The system does not permit automatic execution, and a
member subscriber must take affirmative steps beyond the submission of
an order to agree to a trade with another member subscriber;
(C) The trade does not pass through any ATS account, and the
ATS does not in any way hold itself out to be a party to the trade; and
(D) The ATS does not exchange shares or funds on behalf of the
member subscribers, take either side of the trade for clearing or settlement
purposes, including, but not limited to, at DTC or otherwise, or in any
other way insert itself into the trade.
(3) The ATS and the member subscribers acknowledge and agree in
writing that the ATS shall not be deemed a party to the trade for purposes of trade
reporting and that trades shall be reported by the member subscriber that, as
between the two member subscribers, would satisfy the definition of “executing
party” under FINRA trade reporting rules.
(4) The ATS agrees to provide to FINRA on a monthly basis, or such
other basis as prescribed by FINRA, data relating to the volume of trades by
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security executed by the ATS’s member subscribers using the ATS’s system, and
the ATS acknowledges that failure to report such data to FINRA, in addition to
constituting a violation of FINRA rules, will result in revocation of any
exemption granted pursuant to this Rule.
(b) Where FINRA has granted an exemption under this Rule, trades shall be
reported to FINRA by the member subscriber that, as between the two member
subscribers, satisfies the definition of “executing party” under paragraph (b) of Rule
6282, 6380A or 6380B.
*****
6600. OTC REPORTING FACILITY
*****
6620. Reporting Transactions in OTC Equity Securities and Restricted Equity
Securities
*****
6625. Exemption from Trade Reporting Obligation for Certain Alternative Trading
Systems
(a) Pursuant to the Rule 9600 Series, the staff for good cause shown after taking
into consideration all relevant factors, may exempt, upon application and subject to
specified terms and conditions, a member alternative trading system (“ATS”) from the
trade reporting obligation under paragraph (b) of Rule 6622, if such exemption is
consistent with the protection of investors and the public interest. The staff will grant an
exemption only if all of the following criteria are satisfied:
(1) Trades are between ATS subscribers that are both FINRA members.
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(2) The ATS demonstrates that:
(A) The member subscribers are fully disclosed to one another at
all times on the ATS;
(B) The system does not permit automatic execution, and a
member subscriber must take affirmative steps beyond the submission of
an order to agree to a trade with another member subscriber;
(C) The trade does not pass through any ATS account, and the
ATS does not in any way hold itself out to be a party to the trade; and
(D) The ATS does not exchange shares or funds on behalf of the
member subscribers, take either side of the trade for clearing or settlement
purposes, including, but not limited to, at DTC or otherwise, or in any
other way insert itself into the trade.
(3) The ATS and the member subscribers acknowledge and agree in
writing that the ATS shall not be deemed a party to the trade for purposes of trade
reporting and that trades shall be reported by the member subscriber that, as
between the two member subscribers, would satisfy the definition of “executing
party” under FINRA trade reporting rules.
(4) The ATS agrees to provide to FINRA on a monthly basis, or such
other basis as prescribed by FINRA, data relating to the volume of trades by
security executed by the ATS’s member subscribers using the ATS’s system, and
the ATS acknowledges that failure to report such data to FINRA, in addition to
constituting a violation of FINRA rules, will result in revocation of any
exemption granted pursuant to this Rule.
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(b) Where FINRA has granted an exemption under this Rule, trades shall be
reported to FINRA by the member subscriber that, as between the two member
subscribers, satisfies the definition of “executing party” under paragraph (b) of Rule
6622.
*****
9000. CODE OF PROCEDURE
*****
9600. PROCEDURES FOR EXEMPTIONS
9610. Application
(a) Where to File
A member seeking exemptive relief as permitted under NASD Rules 1021, 1050,
1070, 2210, 2320, 2340, 3010(b)(2), 3020, or 3150, or Rules 2114, 2310, 2359, 2360,
4210, 4311, 4320, 5110, 5121, 5122, 5130, 6183, 6625, 7470, 8211, 8213, 11870, or
11900, or Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board Rule G-37 shall file a written
application with the appropriate department or staff of FINRA.
(b) through (c) No Change.
*****
(b) Not applicable.
(c) Not applicable.
2.

Procedures of the Self-Regulatory Organization
The proposed rule change has been approved by the General Counsel of FINRA

(or his officer designee) pursuant to delegated authority. No other action by FINRA is
necessary for the filing of the proposed rule change.
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FINRA is proposing that the proposed rule change will be effective on the date of
Commission approval.
3.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory
Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change
(a)

Purpose

FINRA trade reporting rules require that over-the-counter (“OTC”) transactions in
equity securities2 between members be reported to FINRA by the “executing party.”3
“Executing party” is defined as the member that receives an order for handling or
execution or is presented an order against its quote, does not subsequently re-route the
order, and executes the transaction. An ATS, which term includes electronic
communications networks, is the “executing party” and has the trade reporting obligation
where the transaction is executed on the ATS.4
FINRA is proposing to adopt new Rules 6183 and 6625 to provide FINRA with

2

Specifically, these transactions are: (1) transactions in NMS stocks, as defined in
SEC Rule 600(b) of Regulation NMS, effected otherwise than on an exchange,
which are reported through the Alternative Display Facility or a Trade Reporting
Facility; and (2) transactions in OTC Equity Securities and Restricted Equity
Securities, as those terms are defined in Rule 6420, which are reported through
the OTC Reporting Facility.
FINRA notes that the proposed rule change applies to OTC transactions in equity
securities only. It does not apply to TRACE-eligible securities, nor does it impact
the reporting rules applicable to transactions in TRACE-eligible securities, which
are subject to a separate reporting structure under the Rule 6700 Series.

3

See Rules 6282(b), 6380A(b), 6380B(b) and 6622(b). For transactions between a
member and a non-member or customer, the member must report the trade.

4

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 58903 (November 5, 2008), 73 FR
67905 (November 17, 2008) (Order Approving File No. SR-FINRA-2008-011);
and Regulatory Notice 09-08 (January 2009). See also, e.g., Trade Reporting
Frequently Asked Questions, Sections 307 and 308, available at
www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Guidance/P038942.
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authority to exempt, upon application and subject to specified terms and conditions, a
member ATS from the trade reporting obligation under certain limited circumstances.
FINRA will only grant an exemption where all of the conditions set forth in the proposed
rule are satisfied.
First, trades must be between ATS subscribers that are both FINRA members.
For any trades between non-members or a FINRA member and a non-member, the
exemption will not apply, and the ATS will have the trade reporting obligation under
FINRA rules.
The ATS also must demonstrate that it meets the following criteria. First, the
member subscribers must be fully disclosed to one another at all times on the ATS.
Second, although the system brings together the orders of buyers and sellers and uses
established, non-discretionary methods under which such orders interact with each other,
the system does not permit automatic execution. A member subscriber must take
affirmative steps beyond the submission of an order to agree to a trade with another
member subscriber. Third, the trade does not pass through any ATS account, and the
ATS does not in any way hold itself out to be a party to the trade. Fourth, the ATS does
not exchange shares or funds on behalf of the member subscribers, take either side of the
trade for clearing or settlement purposes, including, but not limited to, at DTC or
otherwise, or in any other way insert itself into the trade.
In addition, the ATS and the member subscribers must acknowledge and agree in
writing that the ATS shall not be deemed a party to the trade for purposes of trade
reporting and that trades shall be reported by the member subscriber that, as between the
two member subscribers, would satisfy the definition of “executing party” under FINRA
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trade reporting rules. An ATS that is granted an exemption must obtain such written
agreements from all of its member subscribers prior to relying on the exemption.5
Finally, the ATS must agree to provide to FINRA on a monthly basis, or such
other basis as prescribed by FINRA, data relating to the volume of trades by security
executed by the ATS’s member subscribers using the ATS’s system (e.g., number of
trades, number of shares traded and total settlement value for each security traded).
Importantly, although an ATS exempted under the proposed rule will not have trade
reporting obligations under FINRA rules, the trading occurring through the ATS is still
considered volume of the ATS for purposes of, among other things, the recordkeeping
requirements of Rule 302 of SEC Regulation ATS6 and determining whether the ATS
triggers the Fair Access requirements under Rule 301(b)(5) of Regulation ATS or the
Capacity, Integrity and Security of Automated Systems requirements of Rule 301(b)(6) of
Regulation ATS. The ATS also must acknowledge that failure to report such data to
FINRA, in addition to constituting a violation of FINRA rules, will result in revocation of
any exemption granted pursuant to the proposed rule change.
Where an exemption is granted, the ATS will not be deemed a party to the trade
for purposes of FINRA trade reporting rules and will not be identified in trade reports
submitted to FINRA. As expressly stated in the proposed rule, the trade must be reported
to FINRA by the member subscriber that, as between the two member subscribers,

5

FINRA reminds members of their books and records obligations under FINRA
rules, the Exchange Act and applicable Exchange Act rules. Thus, any ATS that
is granted an exemption under the proposed rule change would be required to
retain the written agreements and be able to produce them to FINRA upon
request.

6

17 CFR 242.300–303.
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satisfies the definition of “executing party” under paragraph (b) of Rules 6282, 6380A,
6380B or 6622.7 For example, FINRA member BD1 displays a quote through ATS X
and member BD2 routes an order to BD1 for the price and size of BD1’s quote using a
messaging system provided by ATS X. BD1 does not subsequently re-route the order
and executes the trade. Assuming that ATS X meets all of the criteria set forth in the
proposed rule and has been granted an exemption by FINRA, it will not be deemed a
party to the trade for trade reporting purposes and should not be identified as such in the
trade report submitted to FINRA. In this example, BD1 is the “executing party” and has
the obligation to report the trade between BD1 and BD2.
FINRA believes that the proposed rule change will reduce potential confusion and
possible misreporting by clearly identifying the member with the trade reporting
obligation in this instance. FINRA believes that an ATS that satisfies all conditions of
the proposed rule change has a more limited involvement in the trade execution than the
member subscribers and therefore the proposed exemption is appropriate in this narrow
instance. FINRA expects that a large majority of ATSs will not qualify for the
exemption, and the proposed rule change will not result in a change to their reporting.
These ATSs will continue to report, as “executing party,” trades that are matched and
executed on their systems.

7

FINRA notes that where an ATS has been granted an exemption under the
proposed rule, the member subscribers, as the parties identified in the trade report,
will be assessed regulatory transaction fees under Section 3 of Schedule A to the
FINRA By-Laws and the Trading Activity Fee under FINRA By-Laws, Schedule
A, § 1(b)(2). The ATS will not be assessed such fees.
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FINRA also is proposing a conforming change to Rule 9610 to add proposed
Rules 6183 and 6625 to the list of rules pursuant to which FINRA has exemptive
authority.
As noted in Item 2 of this filing, FINRA is proposing that the proposed rule
change will be effective on the date of Commission approval.
(b)

Statutory Basis

FINRA believes that the proposed rule change is consistent with the provisions of
Section 15A(b)(6) of the Act,8 which requires, among other things, that FINRA rules be
designed to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and
equitable principles of trade, and, in general, to protect investors and the public interest.
FINRA believes that the proposed rule change will reduce potential confusion and
possible misreporting and enhance market transparency by clearly identifying the
member with the trade reporting obligation (i.e., the party to the trade that meets the
definition of “executing party” for purposes of trade reporting to FINRA).
4.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition
FINRA does not believe that the proposed rule change will result in any burden

on competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the
Act.
5.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the Proposed
Rule Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others
Written comments were neither solicited nor received.

8

15 U.S.C. 78o-3(b)(6).
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6.

Extension of Time Period for Commission Action
FINRA does not consent at this time to an extension of the time period for

Commission action specified in Section 19(b)(2) of the Act.9
7.

Basis for Summary Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(3) or for
Accelerated Effectiveness Pursuant to Section 19(b)(2)
Not applicable.

8.

Proposed Rule Change Based on Rules of Another Self-Regulatory
Organization or of the Commission
Not applicable.

9.

Exhibits
Exhibit 1. Completed notice of proposed rule change for publication in the

Federal Register.

9

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2).
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EXHIBIT 1
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(Release No. 34; File No. SR-FINRA-2011-051)

Self-Regulatory Organizations; Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.; Notice of
Filing of Proposed Rule Change Relating to Exemption from Reporting Obligation under
Equity Trade Reporting Rules for Certain Alternative Trading Systems
Pursuant to Section 19(b)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Act”)1 and
Rule 19b-4 thereunder,2 notice is hereby given that on

, Financial

Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC” or “Commission”) the proposed rule change as described in Items I,
II, and III below, which Items have been prepared by FINRA. The Commission is
publishing this notice to solicit comments on the proposed rule change from interested
persons.
I.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Terms of Substance of the
Proposed Rule Change
FINRA is proposing to adopt new Rules 6183 and 6625 to provide FINRA with

authority to exempt a member alternative trading system (“ATS”) that meets the specified
criteria from the trade reporting obligation under the equity trade reporting rules. In
addition, FINRA is proposing a conforming change to Rule 9610 to specify that FINRA
has exemptive authority under proposed Rules 6183 and 6625.
The text of the proposed rule change is available on FINRA’s website at
http://www.finra.org, at the principal office of FINRA and at the Commission’s Public
Reference Room.
1

15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).

2

17 CFR 240.19b-4.
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II.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory Basis
for, the Proposed Rule Change
In its filing with the Commission, FINRA included statements concerning the

purpose of and basis for the proposed rule change and discussed any comments it
received on the proposed rule change. The text of these statements may be examined at
the places specified in Item IV below. FINRA has prepared summaries, set forth in
sections A, B, and C below, of the most significant aspects of such statements.
A.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement of the Purpose of, and Statutory
Basis for, the Proposed Rule Change

1.

Purpose

FINRA trade reporting rules require that over-the-counter (“OTC”) transactions in
equity securities3 between members be reported to FINRA by the “executing party.”4
“Executing party” is defined as the member that receives an order for handling or
execution or is presented an order against its quote, does not subsequently re-route the
order, and executes the transaction. An ATS, which term includes electronic

3

Specifically, these transactions are: (1) transactions in NMS stocks, as defined in
SEC Rule 600(b) of Regulation NMS, effected otherwise than on an exchange,
which are reported through the Alternative Display Facility or a Trade Reporting
Facility; and (2) transactions in OTC Equity Securities and Restricted Equity
Securities, as those terms are defined in Rule 6420, which are reported through
the OTC Reporting Facility.
FINRA notes that the proposed rule change applies to OTC transactions in equity
securities only. It does not apply to TRACE-eligible securities, nor does it impact
the reporting rules applicable to transactions in TRACE-eligible securities, which
are subject to a separate reporting structure under the Rule 6700 Series.

4

See Rules 6282(b), 6380A(b), 6380B(b) and 6622(b). For transactions between a
member and a non-member or customer, the member must report the trade.
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communications networks, is the “executing party” and has the trade reporting obligation
where the transaction is executed on the ATS.5
FINRA is proposing to adopt new Rules 6183 and 6625 to provide FINRA with
authority to exempt, upon application and subject to specified terms and conditions, a
member ATS from the trade reporting obligation under certain limited circumstances.
FINRA will only grant an exemption where all of the conditions set forth in the proposed
rule are satisfied.
First, trades must be between ATS subscribers that are both FINRA members.
For any trades between non-members or a FINRA member and a non-member, the
exemption will not apply, and the ATS will have the trade reporting obligation under
FINRA rules.
The ATS also must demonstrate that it meets the following criteria. First, the
member subscribers must be fully disclosed to one another at all times on the ATS.
Second, although the system brings together the orders of buyers and sellers and uses
established, non-discretionary methods under which such orders interact with each other,
the system does not permit automatic execution. A member subscriber must take
affirmative steps beyond the submission of an order to agree to a trade with another
member subscriber. Third, the trade does not pass through any ATS account, and the
ATS does not in any way hold itself out to be a party to the trade. Fourth, the ATS does
not exchange shares or funds on behalf of the member subscribers, take either side of the
5

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 58903 (November 5, 2008), 73 FR
67905 (November 17, 2008) (Order Approving File No. SR-FINRA-2008-011);
and Regulatory Notice 09-08 (January 2009). See also, e.g., Trade Reporting
Frequently Asked Questions, Sections 307 and 308, available at
www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Guidance/P038942.
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trade for clearing or settlement purposes, including, but not limited to, at DTC or
otherwise, or in any other way insert itself into the trade.
In addition, the ATS and the member subscribers must acknowledge and agree in
writing that the ATS shall not be deemed a party to the trade for purposes of trade
reporting and that trades shall be reported by the member subscriber that, as between the
two member subscribers, would satisfy the definition of “executing party” under FINRA
trade reporting rules. An ATS that is granted an exemption must obtain such written
agreements from all of its member subscribers prior to relying on the exemption.6
Finally, the ATS must agree to provide to FINRA on a monthly basis, or such
other basis as prescribed by FINRA, data relating to the volume of trades by security
executed by the ATS’s member subscribers using the ATS’s system (e.g., number of
trades, number of shares traded and total settlement value for each security traded).
Importantly, although an ATS exempted under the proposed rule will not have trade
reporting obligations under FINRA rules, the trading occurring through the ATS is still
considered volume of the ATS for purposes of, among other things, the recordkeeping
requirements of Rule 302 of SEC Regulation ATS7 and determining whether the ATS
triggers the Fair Access requirements under Rule 301(b)(5) of Regulation ATS or the
Capacity, Integrity and Security of Automated Systems requirements of Rule 301(b)(6) of
Regulation ATS. The ATS also must acknowledge that failure to report such data to

6

FINRA reminds members of their books and records obligations under FINRA
rules, the Exchange Act and applicable Exchange Act rules. Thus, any ATS that
is granted an exemption under the proposed rule change would be required to
retain the written agreements and be able to produce them to FINRA upon
request.

7

17 CFR 242.300–303.
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FINRA, in addition to constituting a violation of FINRA rules, will result in revocation of
any exemption granted pursuant to the proposed rule change.
Where an exemption is granted, the ATS will not be deemed a party to the trade
for purposes of FINRA trade reporting rules and will not be identified in trade reports
submitted to FINRA. As expressly stated in the proposed rule, the trade must be reported
to FINRA by the member subscriber that, as between the two member subscribers,
satisfies the definition of “executing party” under paragraph (b) of Rules 6282, 6380A,
6380B or 6622.8 For example, FINRA member BD1 displays a quote through ATS X
and member BD2 routes an order to BD1 for the price and size of BD1’s quote using a
messaging system provided by ATS X. BD1 does not subsequently re-route the order
and executes the trade. Assuming that ATS X meets all of the criteria set forth in the
proposed rule and has been granted an exemption by FINRA, it will not be deemed a
party to the trade for trade reporting purposes and should not be identified as such in the
trade report submitted to FINRA. In this example, BD1 is the “executing party” and has
the obligation to report the trade between BD1 and BD2.
FINRA believes that the proposed rule change will reduce potential confusion and
possible misreporting by clearly identifying the member with the trade reporting
obligation in this instance. FINRA believes that an ATS that satisfies all conditions of
the proposed rule change has a more limited involvement in the trade execution than the
member subscribers and therefore the proposed exemption is appropriate in this narrow
8

FINRA notes that where an ATS has been granted an exemption under the
proposed rule, the member subscribers, as the parties identified in the trade report,
will be assessed regulatory transaction fees under Section 3 of Schedule A to the
FINRA By-Laws and the Trading Activity Fee under FINRA By-Laws, Schedule
A, § 1(b)(2). The ATS will not be assessed such fees.
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instance. FINRA expects that a large majority of ATSs will not qualify for the
exemption, and the proposed rule change will not result in a change to their reporting.
These ATSs will continue to report, as “executing party,” trades that are matched and
executed on their systems.
FINRA also is proposing a conforming change to Rule 9610 to add proposed
Rules 6183 and 6625 to the list of rules pursuant to which FINRA has exemptive
authority.
FINRA is proposing that the proposed rule change will be effective on the date of
Commission approval.
2.

Statutory Basis

FINRA believes that the proposed rule change is consistent with the provisions of
Section 15A(b)(6) of the Act,9 which requires, among other things, that FINRA rules be
designed to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just and
equitable principles of trade, and, in general, to protect investors and the public interest.
FINRA believes that the proposed rule change will reduce potential confusion and
possible misreporting and enhance market transparency by clearly identifying the
member with the trade reporting obligation (i.e., the party to the trade that meets the
definition of “executing party” for purposes of trade reporting to FINRA).
B.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Burden on Competition

FINRA does not believe that the proposed rule change will result in any burden
on competition that is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the
Act.
9

15 U.S.C. 78o-3(b)(6).
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C.

Self-Regulatory Organization’s Statement on Comments on the Proposed
Rule Change Received from Members, Participants, or Others

Written comments were neither solicited nor received.
III.

Date of Effectiveness of the Proposed Rule Change and Timing for Commission
Action
Within 45 days of the date of publication of this notice in the Federal Register or

within such longer period (i) as the Commission may designate up to 90 days of such date
if it finds such longer period to be appropriate and publishes its reasons for so finding or
(ii) as to which the self-regulatory organization consents, the Commission will:
(A) by order approve or disapprove such proposed rule change, or
(B) institute proceedings to determine whether the proposed rule change should
be disapproved.
IV.

Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to submit written data, views and arguments

concerning the foregoing, including whether the proposed rule change is consistent with
the Act. Comments may be submitted by any of the following methods:
Electronic Comments:


Use the Commission’s Internet comment form
(http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml); or



Send an e-mail to rule-comments@sec.gov. Please include File Number
SR-FINRA-2011-051 on the subject line.
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Paper Comments:


Send paper comments in triplicate to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission, 100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC
20549-1090.

All submissions should refer to File Number SR-FINRA-2011-051. This file number
should be included on the subject line if e-mail is used. To help the Commission process
and review your comments more efficiently, please use only one method. The
Commission will post all comments on the Commission’s Internet website
(http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro.shtml). Copies of the submission, all subsequent
amendments, all written statements with respect to the proposed rule change that are filed
with the Commission, and all written communications relating to the proposed rule
change between the Commission and any person, other than those that may be withheld
from the public in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be available for
website viewing and printing in the Commission’s Public Reference Room, 100 F Street,
NE, Washington, DC 20549, on official business days between the hours of 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. Copies of such filing also will be available for inspection and copying at the
principal office of FINRA. All comments received will be posted without change; the
Commission does not edit personal identifying information from submissions. You
should submit only information that you wish to make available publicly. All
submissions should refer to File Number SR-FINRA-2011-051 and should be submitted
on or before [insert date 21 days from publication in the Federal Register].
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For the Commission, by the Division of Trading and Markets, pursuant to
delegated authority.10
Elizabeth M. Murphy
Secretary

10

17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12).

